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Abstract

Clinical and computational studies highlighted the role
of atrial anatomy for atrial fibrillation vulnerability. How-
ever, personalized computational models are often gener-
ated from electroanatomical maps, which might lack im-
portant anatomical structures like the appendages, or from
imaging data which are potentially affected by segmenta-
tion uncertainty. A bi-atrial statistical shape model (SSM)
covering relevant structures for electrophysiological sim-
ulations was shown to cover atrial shape variability. We
hypothesized that it could, therefore, also be used to infer
the shape of missing structures and deliver ready-to-use
models to assess atrial fibrillation vulnerability in silico.
We implemented a highly automatized pipeline to generate
a personalized computational model by fitting the SSM to
the clinically acquired geometries. We applied our frame-
work to a geometry coming from an electroanatomical map
and one derived from magnetic resonance images (MRI).
Only landmarks belonging to the left atrium and no infor-
mation from the right atrium were used in the fitting pro-
cess. The left atrium surface-to-surface distance between
electroanatomical map and a fitted instance of the SSM
was 2.26±1.95 mm. The distance between MRI segmen-
tation and SSM was 2.07±1.56 mm and 3.59±2.84 mm in
the left and right atrium, respectively. Our semi-automatic
pipeline provides ready-to-use personalized computational
models representing the original anatomy well by fitting a
SSM. We were able to infer the shape of the right atrium
even in the case of using information only from the left
atrium.

1. Introduction

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common sustained
cardiac arrhythmia and is associated with high morbidity
and mortality [1].

Computational models of the human heart built from
clinical data have been used in in silico experiments to

study arrhythmias and propose personalized treatments.
However, the process of building a digital twin of a pa-
tient’s heart directly from clinical geometrical data coming
can be challenging since imaging data can be influenced by
segmentation uncertainty and electroanatomical maps can
be missing relevant anatomical structures (right atrium, ap-
pendage, veins).

Recently, a bi-atrial statistical shape model (SSM) cov-
ering the relevant anatomical variability required for in-
silico electrophysiological experiments was presented and
is generalizes well to unseen geometries [2].

Moreover, due to the complex myocardial structure, it
is hard to reconstruct the atrial fiber direction and annotate
the anatomical regions in an automated way.

In this work, we implemented an automated framework
to augment missing anatomical structures and output a
ready-to-use personalized computational model by fitting
an SSM to the initial surface coming from clinical data,
automatically label the different regions in the atria and
compute the fiber orientation [3].

The pipeline was applied on a clinical dataset including
both a geometry derived from MRI and an electroanatom-
ical map.

2. Methods

2.1. Dataset

A high density electroanatomical bi-atrial map was
taken in sinus rhythm prior to pulmonary vein isolation
using a 20-pole mapping catheter and the CARTO 3 sys-
tem (Biosense Webster Inc., Diamond Bar, CA, USA). An-
other bi-atrial geometry was derived by the segmentation
of magnetic resonance images [4].

2.2. Rigid alignment and landmark gener-
ation

The atrial orifices (e.g. pulmonary veins, mitral valve in
the left atrium) were automatically identified and labelled



using a clustering algorithm presented in [3]. The only
landmarks required were the apex point of the atrial ap-
pendages. The surface mesh coming from clinical data was
then pre-aligned to a bi-atrial SSM [2] using a rigid trans-
formation matrix derived by minimizing the weighted sum
of squared deviations between the atrial orifices centroids
of the two surfaces. We decided to rigidly align in space
before proceeding with the fitting to avoid a representation
of translation and rotation parameters in the eigenmodes
of the fitted SSM. The geometries used in this work were
not included in the process of building the SSM. 35 charac-
teristic points were automatically identified using geodesic
paths connecting the previously marked orifices in the left
atrium (10 in the pulmonary veins, 4 around the mitral
valve ring, 4 in the roof, 2 in the septum, 1 in the left lat-
eral wall, 9 in the anterior wall, 5 in the posterior wall) and
used for the subsequent fitting procedure. If the left atrial
appendage was present in the target geometry, a further
landmark was added at the apex of the appendage.

2.3. Non-rigid shape model fit using Itera-
tive Closest Points and Gaussian Pro-
cess regression

We aimed to non-rigidly fit our SSM to a target surface
using Iterative Closest Points (ICP) and Gaussian Process
(GP) regression in order to establish correspondence be-
tween the two surfaces. This is different from the typical
rigid ICP, which consists of finding the best rigid transfor-
mation between two meshes. Briefly, the main steps of the
rigid ICP are the following: i) find candidate correspon-
dences between the mesh to be aligned and the target by
attributing the closest point on the target mesh as a candi-
date; ii) solve for the best rigid transform between the mov-
ing mesh and the target mesh using Procrustes analysis; iii)
transform the moving mesh using this transformation; iv)
repeat until we reach the limit number of iterations. The
non-rigid ICP algorithm, which we used here for model fit-
ting, performs the same steps. However, instead of finding
a rigid transformation, it finds a non-rigid one using GP re-
gression. The non-rigid transformation consists of the de-
formation that is encoded in the SSM eigenmodes. Given
a set of points (in this case belonging to an instance of the
SSM), we attribute the closest point on the target as a can-
didate correspondence to each of the points in the set. The
returned sequence of points contains the candidate corre-
spondences to the input points. The first main idea behind
ICP is to use the candidate correspondences in a GP re-
gression to find the best model instance explaining the ob-
served deformations even though the correspondences are
not perfect. We then defined a function that, when given
a sequence of identifiers of model points and their candi-
date correspondence positions, computes a GP regression

based on the resulting deformation field and returns the
eigenmodes of the model instance fitting the candidate de-
formations best. These coefficients were then used as input
to produce a bi-atrial geometry that fits our target LA. The
non-rigid fitting of our SSM was implemented using Scal-
ismoLab (https://scalismo.org).

2.4. Automated region annotation and fiber
generation algorithm

Anatomical region annotation and fiber orientation
calculations were performed using a highly auto-
mated pipeline based on a Laplace-Dirichlet-rule-based-
method [3, 5]. The user interaction was further reduced
by decreasing the number of required manually selected
seed points from four to two (tip of left and right atrial
appendage). The two additional landmarks needed previ-
ously on the left atrial appendage basis are now automati-
cally identified by solving an additional Laplace equation
using openCARP [6]. The algorithm was further improved
by including the option of generating a bilayer model [7]
in the case that only an endocardial surface mesh is given.

2.5. SSM fitting quality measures

The quality of the SSM fitting to the target clinical
map was evaluated by computing the surface-to-surface
distances using the vtkDistancePolyDataFilter (Kitware,
Clifton Park, NY, USA).

3. Results and Discussion

The volume of the LA MRI segmentation was 80 mL
and the corresponding best fitting instance had a blood
pool volume of 75 mL. The original RA volume was
126 mL and the augmented RA that was obtained from
fitting only the LA was 133 mL. We would like to re-
call that no information coming from the RA image was
used to infer the RA mesh. Fig. 1 shows the result
of the fitting procedure. We can notice how the fitted
SSM instance represented the original MRI geometry very
well, even using only few landmarks in the LA. The
LA and RA computed surface-to-surface distances were
2.07±1.56 mm and 3.59±2.84 mm, respectively (Fig. 3).
The average distance of 3.59 mm between the original seg-
mentation and the inferred RA is remarkable if we think
that we are in the range of less than 2 voxel diameters [8]
omitting segmentation uncertainty. Regions with distances
higher than 5 mm were located close to the inferior vena
cava. This could be due to the incomplete segmentation of
the vein’s opening in the original manual segmentation.

The original electroanatomical map left atrium volume
was 109 mL and the best fitted SSM instance resulted in a
volume of 97 mL. The SSM fitted the left atrial wall very

https://scalismo.org


Figure 1. Top row: anterior (left) and posterior view (right) of the best fitting SSM instance (grey) to the target MRI
segmentation (semi-tansparent blue). Bottom row: anterior and posterior view of the surface-to-surface distance between
fitted SSM instance and target mesh shown on the fitted SSM instance.

Figure 2. Top: anterior and posterior view of the SSM instance (grey) best fitting to the target CARTO electroanatomical
map (semi-transparent blue). Bottom: anterior and posterior view of the surface-to-surface distance between the fitted SSM
instance and the target mesh shown on the fitted SSM instance.



well (Fig. 2) even if the input anatomy had a lower quality
compared to an MRI/CT segmentation. The surface-to-
surface distance was 2.26±1.95 mm as shown in Fig. 3.
Electroanatomical maps only partly cover the full volume
of the left atrial appendage and therefore necessarily cause
high surface-to-surface distances in that region.

The SSM was able to generalize well to unseen geome-
tries and accurately represent important anatomical fea-
tures including the left atrial volume. This work demon-
strates a proof of concept on two example meshes. Perfor-
mance on a bigger virtual population remains to be shown.
Moreover, updating the SSM with more clinical data could
further improve the patient-specific generalization in re-
gions with high inter-individual variability such as as the
appendages.

Figure 3. Surface-to-surface distances between the tar-
get mesh derived from clinical data (MRI or CARTO) and
the corresponding fitted SSM. The RA mesh was purely
inferred from the LA MRI landmarks and the SSM, no RA
imaging data was used to inform the bi-atrial instance of
the SSM.

4. Conclusion

We presented a semi-automatic pipeline that provides a
ready-to-use personalized computational model by fitting
a statistical shape model to a surface geometry obtained
from clinical maps. The resulting augmented atrial model
derived by the fitting algorithm represented the original
anatomy very well and carefully reproduced the atrial vol-
ume even in the case of using only landmarks located in
the left atrium to infer the right atrium.
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